Splendid Woman: Marlene Rankel
June 25, 1936 – April 17, 2017
Once one has developed conscious free thought,
it is not the length of life
but its depth that gives meaning. – M. Rankel
After a long, voiceless illness, I’m happy that Marlene has passed on to whatever is next,
and hope she’s surprised by what greets her. She lived with such depth.
How reflect her remarkable life? Looking at Marlene’s life in comparison to others is
foolish; she was achingly herself. Few have carried a burden of such paradox all their lives. She
was a song with a 12-tone base. One of Marlene’s one-liners is relevant here: “Children
recognize the truth early because it makes adults so uncomfortable.” In contrast, Marlene was
embraced by brilliant people who swallowed the discomforting truth she revealed so poetically.
She was much influenced by her blazing father, and like him, was a passionate advocate of
balance in human life. While her father cut through opposition like a welding torch, Marlene
succeeded with soft words, tough love, and music: “Music reveals where words conceal”-M Rankel.
Absurdity, like uncertainty math, searches for underlying good stuff. Marlene lived this
uncertainty, reinventing and elevating the role of court jester to reach innovative practicalities.
She reached past logic towards absurdity, coercing always more unknowable connections through
metaphor. Then she forced that weirdly distant metaphor back onto the problem-to-be-solved,
often generating oddly useful results.
In the academic community, Marlene is remembered for powerful, often controversial,
exploration of the potential of Kazimierz Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD).
Marlene was an explorer oriented toward growing what she loved, always evidence-based. Here,
much of Marlene’s love interest focused on Dr. Dabrowski’s seminal theory; she wrote: “The
Theory of Positive Disintegration has given me answers to questions, then questions to answer.”
She was determined to use TPD as an anchor on a very long chain, journeying far to stretch it
from theory to utility. She took to task all who would bring closure to Dr. Dabrowski’s theory,
‘taking up the hem of his garment’ and saying in essence: “This is what he really meant.” Instead,
she worked strenuously to dig the theory out of the preservationists’ hands (her words) and apply
it to the study of extraordinary people, especially children. Marlene was committed to generating
movement: from descriptive correlation toward predictive power. In doing so, Marlene was often
frustrated at the poor value of words, as well as the unwillingness of Dabrowski’s disciples to
help in this hard-working journey rather than merely ‘protecting’ their interpretations of TPD.
In the introduction to Multilevelness of Instinctive and Emotional Functions, Vol 2 (1972),
Dr. Dabrowski acknowledged Marlene’s foundational contribution: “Marlene King Rankel has
organized throughout the demanding and enormous task of collection of data, the contacts and
appointments with subjects, and their testing. She has written the Selection of Subjects and
Administration of Tests and the evaluations of intelligence on the basis of autobiographies.” A
biography of Marlene King Rankel appears on pages 312-377 of this volume, chapter 10 –
Multilevel Disintegration-Accelerated Development, Advanced Level III. Reflecting similar
honour, Bill Tillier said at the 2016 Congress, “Marlene was Dabrowski’s right hand and left
hand in Edmonton.”
Marlene’s dreams resulted in a Doctoral Dissertation that transcended the culture of
Normative measurement. She wrote a dissertation, unique in 1975, successfully using qualitative
methods to study TPD. Her dissertation includes courageous revelations of a 13-year-old boy’s
positive disintegration [Between Two Worlds: The Story of a Boy, Dept of Ed Psych, U of Alberta,

Edmonton]. In her research and in her creative psychotherapy, Marlene depended on behavioural
evidence (not just normative), from which she derived tests and observations that allowed the
next step. Her professional gifts were creative instead of reactive; she advocated for folks who
weren’t even aware that they were struggling! As with her clients, so with Dr. Dabrowski:
Marlene asked him persistently but unsuccessfully to include his evidence base, foreshadowing
her aim to evolve the theory toward useful measurement.
Thoroughly human, Marlene needed protectors. In the words of one of her guardian
angels: “I am a better person for her influence and friendship. For almost 50 years, I sheltered
her using blunt humor, such as, ‘Sweet Jesus, Marlene, you have such lofty notions of morality
that even you cannot live up to them.’ Marlene was always late, and always had to make a few
phone calls once she did arrive. She talked endlessly about her father, her illness at age 19,
unions, poetry, our kids, and most of all her work. She was supposedly a feminist adherent but
lived by few of their tenets; she was anti-abortion, anti-day care, and spanked her children. She
had unabashed favourites among her grandchildren.” Fiercely opinionated, Marlene kept such
judgments for the ears of a few women friends…Marlene was an amazing musician. She could
play by ear just about any hum she heard. She loved the classics. She wrote a most beautiful
piece of music, “Papa’s Song”, after her dad’s death. She spoke of Dr. Dabrowski endlessly and
would never allow anyone to refer to him as simply ‘Dabrowski’.”
We can immunize ourselves, through psychoneuroses, against psychoses (M. Rankel,
1970). This statement characterizes Marlene well; her life was harsh AND beautiful, seldom
peaceful. Her keystone was Cirque-du-Soleil breathtaking, replete with seemingly impossible
contradictions. Working closely, I saw her pivotal gift as a profound skill at attending to oneperson-at-a-time. Such energy poured from Marlene that the recipient felt re-created. I recognize
you! was her gift to any person living a genuine struggle. William Ramer said she had an
admirable ability to ‘raise you up’, to realize your potential before you knew it yourself. This rare
skill Marlene shared with Dr. Dabrowski; she believed that such vigilant compassion is what
extraordinary people require from all of us.
With love, Marlene,
Psychologist Paul McGaffey
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